Economic Impact Brief

Case #20180730105620381005

Fabricated metalworking expansion
Region
Loudon County, TN
New Economic Activity
$99,992,320 All other forging, stamping, and sintering
Local Purchasing Target
Buy local purchasing preference constrained by local industry expansion capacity.

Impact Summary
The total projected impact for this case is $146.8 million in expanded regional output, $61.5
million in gross regional product (value added), an expansion of 946 jobs, with an increase
in $32.2 million in household earnings. Broken down into component parts, the direct
impact for this case includes regional expansion of 519 jobs, $34.3 million in gross regional
product, and $19.3 million in household earnings. The industry life cycle back through the
supply chain adds 161 jobs in the region, $11.9 million in gross regional product, and $6.2
million in earnings. The household life cycle forward through the spending of income adds
265 jobs, $15.3 million in gross regional product, and $6.7 million in earnings.
The pro forma economic impact statement is shown below. This statement lists the
projected impacts for this economic development case, along with the direct effect and fnal
demand multipliers. Direct effect multipliers use the direct impact as the denominator for
each economic impact metric, while the fnal demand multipliers use the direct output
impact as the denominator when calculating each multiplier.
Pro Forma Economic Impact Statement
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Workforce Impacts
Over half of the expansion in jobs by the All
Jobs by education requirement
other forging, stamping, and sintering industry and
back through its supply chain are entry level
jobs requiring a high school diploma with no
High school or less
Postsecondary, no degree
experience. Jobs requiring a college education
Associate degree
Bachelor degree
account for about one in eight jobs created by
Graduate degree
the economic expansion. Of the 83 jobs
requiring a bachelor's degree, 60 are created by
the industry itself. Adding in the impact from
the expansion in household spending does not
signifcantly change the mix of occupation requirements. For the combined industry and
household spending life cycles, 79% of the jobs require a high school diploma or less
compared with 81% for just the industry life cycle. The projected expansion in selfemployment is 33 jobs.
Statement of workforce employment by occupation requirements
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Industry Impacts
Most of the industry impacts are
concentrated in the manufacturing,
services, and trade sectors. The
chart shows the impact by round
back through the supply chain and
forward through the spending of
household earnings. In most cases,
these frst fve rounds capture
almost all of the impact. In this
specifc case, regional output and
earnings decay quickly after the
third round, suggesting that for this
case a lot of the supply chain
requirements are being supplied
outside of the region. This decay is
shown by round in the chart below.
Expanded Local Output by Round - Combined Life Cycle
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The table below lists the industries in which local output is projected to expand more than
$500,000.1
List of projected expanded output by industry

The table below lists the industries in which imports to the region are projected to increase
by at least $500,000. These industries represent opportunities for further regional
development of the supply chain, thereby increasing the impact from this initial expansion.
List of projected expanded imports by industry

1 The iron and steel mills industry shows no local capacity yet is projected to increase local output by $6.2
million. This output results from the input-output model that breaks the initial increase in economic activity into
the industries that make the commodity. In this particular case, the $6.2 million would be produced by a new
facility locating in the region, with the primary industry designation for this facility being Other forging,
stamping, and sintering. The government industry shown in the table also shows output with no current
capacity. In this case, we do not list current "output" for government industry; instead we assume that local
government expands as required to serve the new expansion.
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Top Connections
The statement of potential top connections presents a listing of opportunities for
professionals working in local recruiting and retention. This list provides supply chain
opportunities for frms that currently exist in the region, and opportunities to recruit new
capacity to meet local production require where no capacity exists.
In this particular case, the region lacks local capacity to take advantage of the top industry
supply chain connections with iron and steel mills, nonferrous metal rolling and drawing,
and intra-industry demand with all other forging, stamping, and sintering manufacturing.
The largest local connection is between the direct expansion in forging, stamping, and
sintering manufacturing and the demand for labor. Other signifcant connections are
between the industry and wholesale trade, electric power utilities, and truck transportation.
A listing of the top 30 potential local connections is provided below.
Statement of potential top connections
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Regional System Impacts
This expansion case represents a 3.7% increase in industry output in the region. In terms of
supporting resilience, regeneration, and occupational variety in the regional system, this
case adds a projected $34.7 million in output in industries that play a resilience role, a
projected $23.3 million in industries that play a regeneration role; and a projected 26 jobs
in occupations that are under-represented in the local economy. Resilience capacity helps
the local economy recover from disasters, regeneration capacity helps the local economy
sustain itself, and occupational variety helps sustain the local labor market as more young
people can fnd work locally that matches their interests.

Preparer's Notes
The region currently has no production capacity in
Other forging, stamping, and sintering, but has capacity
in other fabricated metals industries, as well as
signifcant capacity in non-ferrous primary metals
manufacturing. So while this expansion case has
some gaps in current supply chain capacity to meet
the production requirements for this industry, we
would classify this opportunity in the Expand
Industry Opportunity Quadrant.
Expansion into this metals industry may leverage
labor capabilities developed in metal industries that
are present in the region. Tapping into this trained labor in the region may beneft industry,
especially if there is anticipated growth in this labor pool over the planning period.
The enclosed workbook dcg20180730105620381005.xlsx accompanies this brief. See this
workbook for more details, as only selected worksheets have been presented in this brief.
The workbook also contains defnitions for life cycle accounting terms used in this brief.
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